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Daylight Saving Time

DVD-0572
Intermediate, Primary &
Kindergarten

Examine the history and practice
of daylight saving time. The British narrator
explains how time zones function in relation
to earth's orbit and how global time zones
begin at the first meridian in Greenwich,
England. The program features dozens of
clocks, from tiny Swiss clocks to the stately
Big Ben and then takes viewers to a charming
clockmaker's shop. We learn how Ben
Franklin "invented" daylight saving time to
conserve energy, and we also find out which
U.S. states don't observe daylight savings
time.
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Election Day

DVD-1441
Intermediate, Primary &
Kindergarten

Stories, songs, and crafts help young
viewers understand the history, meaning, and
celebration of
Election Day.

Election Day (America’s Special
Days) DVD-05270 Intermediate,
Primary & Kindergarten This program

focuses on grade school students preparing
to vote in a city school election to determine
the names of two new high schools under
construction. In the process, students learn
valuable lessons about civic responsibility.
After hearing about the history of American
voting, names, .
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Veterans Day

DVD-1148
Intermediate, Primary &
Kindergarten Stories, songs,
and crafts help young viewers
understand the history, meaning, and
celebration of Memorial Day and
Veterans Day.

Thanksgiving Day

All about Turkey and
Thanksgiving

REA-0021
Kindergarten & Primary One
Turkey hand puppet and three
books.

Cranberry Thanksgiving

Book with CD BCD-5865 &
DVD DVD-1747
Kindergarten, Primary, &
Intermediate
Grandmother was upset when Maggie
invited Mr. Whiskers for Thanksgiving
dinner; and when her secret recipe the
cranberry bread is stolen, she suspects
Mr. Whiskers..

DVD-1536
Molly’s Pilgrim
Intermediate, & Primary
Books PB-0603
Pilgrims, turkeys, food, parades,
book with tape BC-5345
and more are examined and put into
perspective in this examination of the
& DVD DVD-0735
history, meaning and ceremonies
Primary, & Intermediate
of Thanksgiving Day
As Molly nears her first Thanksgiving in
the New World, she doesn't find much
Thanksgiving Day (America’s Days) to be thankful for. Her classmates giggle
at her Yiddish accent and make fun of
DVD-0569
her unfamiliarity with American ways.
Kindergarten, Primary &
Author: Barbara Cohen
Intermediate
Your class will understand what we, as
Oh, What a Thanksgiving
Americans, are thankful for
Thanksgiving and will recognize how
Books PB-0414
others give thanks. From the very
Primary, & Intermediate
first Thanksgiving in Plymouth Colony to
present day family gatherings, a variety
Thanksgiving on Thursday
of celebrations are featured. Cultures
Books PB-0900
highlighted are Hispanic,
Asian-American, African-American, and book with CD BCD-5959
Anglo-American.
Primary, & Intermediate
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Everybunny Loves Winter
DVD-1974

Sherlock Holmes: Hound of
the Baskervilles.

PB-0669, DVD-0297
Intermediate & Middle
Features twelve episodes about 8
When Sir Charles Baskerville is killed
Minutes long. Follow Max and Ruby on outside of Baskerville Hall, his good
various Winer Adventures.
friend Dr. Mortimer fears that the curse
of the Baskervilles has struck once
The Solar System
again.
DVD-1617
Middle & High School
How the Universe Works
Explains the origin of the solar system
DVD-1597
and details the geology, climate,
Middle & High
atmospheric composition, and moons
Provides a detailed examination of our
of each of the nine planets that orbit
solar
system, and depicts the deep
the sun.
space objects that lie at the edge of it.
The program also takes a look at how
I am the Cheese
our solar system interacts with other
PB-8005
objects in the Milky Way.
Middle & High School
A young boy’s desperate search for his
Pippi Longstocking
father leads him to discover secrets of
PB-0122, DVD-0452
his past that might very well threaten
Primary, Intermediate & Middle
his life.
A mysterious young girl. Pippi moves
into the abandoned Villa Villekulla. The
Basic Kitchen Safety
redheaded Pippi living alone but for a
DVD-2727
monkey called Mr. Nilsson and her
Middle & High School
house Little old man, befriends two
Set in a commercial kitchen, this
neighboring children.
concise and thorough production
emphasizes the importance of a
Community Helpers
positive attitude and using safe
LS-0002, LS-0003, DVD-0251,
practices to proven accidents and
ACT-7000, PUP-0003,
Injuries in the kitchen.
PUP-0004, PUP-0002
All Juvenile
Invites children to explore their own
community and learn about the people
who help us everyday.
Kindergarten, Primary, Intermediate,

